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Some context
Life on planet Arup











Manageable ImpossibleChild’s play

Some things are very 

hard and demand new 

approaches



We can make 

them practical 

and achievable

Manageable ImpossibleChild’s play



But what about the 

things that we can 

already do?

Manageable ImpossibleChild’s play



Because there are a 

lot of those?

Manageable ImpossibleChild’s play



Manageable ImpossibleChild’s play

How easy can we 

make them?



Current practice
And why we want to change it…





- Calculations

- Specifications

- Drawings

Spreadsheets

Data. Output.



So much data...



So many places!



Where does 

the data go 

after this

Spreadsheets

Data. Output.



Nowhere…



Is this 

really what 

we want

Spreadsheets

Messy data that goes nowhere.



Not.



Not. Even. 



Not. Even. Close.



Technology advances
So should we…



“It is not the strongest of the species 

that survives, nor the most intelligent 

that survives. It is the one that is most 

adaptable to change.”

- Charles Darwin.



“So why do we insist on 

doing things the ‘old’ way?”

- Us.















Creating
A toolmakers mentality…





“The point is that I don’t design 

stuff for myself. I’m a toolmaker. I 

design things that other people

want to use.”

- Robert Moog.





Is this 

really what 

we want

Spreadsheets

Messy data that goes nowhere.



“Why don’t we use the data 

where it is hosted?”

- Us.



A single data 

environment



Embedded 

parameters for 

intelligent 

delivery



A single digital 

tool





Read and write 

parameters for 

integrated

calculation



Libraries written 

by other people



Parametric spaghetti



Useful tools
We made some…





???





Error prone



Difficult to review



Never re-used







Change can 

be an issue



Fast learns,

slow remembers.



Tooling

Patterns

People

Documentation

Governance

Foundations

Rate of change

Software

Hardware



Code the calculations



Easy to read…



Honestly



Write unit tests



Centralise your 

versioning and 

quality control



No fear of losing your work



But how do you feed it information?



Useful tools
We made some…



Arup Cardiff



“Hello!”

“I’ve got a 

calculation 

problem”

“We’ve 

got a data 

problem”

“Ah-ha!”



Connect it all 

together



We built an engine



That could be 

built around



Lets be disruptive
So we tried it…



My first 

parametric truss



“Yeah, yeah – but what 

about the real stuff?”

- Everyone we work with.



Ok, ok, we’ll take on something “real” then…



Leaving our comfort zone…

Mass bespokeHand crafted Mass production
Engineering the products one 

at a time

Engineering the process that 

creates the products

The model for how we need 

to be consistently working



Start with the hard problems



Why are they 

so complex?



Standard design?



No.



“Lets change that!”

- Us.



We obtained funds…



…and built a team

The Integrators

Digital natives
Impossible is not in their vocabulary

The Innovators

Two people with a big idea
And a lot of coffee

The Investors
A wealth of experience

And very open minds



We mapped current methods…



..highlighted the pain points…



and made improvements…



Creating flow



Create

DeliverProcess

Follow the value

Eliminate the waste



Geometry

Data

Constraints

Targets

Input



Insights

Metrics

Information

Confirmation

Output



We planned for a successful outcome



We developed our processing machine



Left our comfort zone…

Mass bespokeHand crafted Mass production
Engineering the products one 

at a time

Engineering the process that 

creates the products

The model for how we need 

to be consistently working



Reviewed 

guidance



Coded the 

calculations



Compiled the 

calculation 

library



Parametric

spaghetti



Removed external

libraries…



For simple

mass roll-out



Create the 

digital object



Document

everything
(especially the bits that don't work)



Share it



Showcase it





0:00:10



“What can we do with 

the model output?”

- Everyone we work with.



Review the 

model



Review the 

output text



Review the 

metrics

Cast-in plates by type

Cast-in plates by status

Cast-in plates by zone

Cast-in plates by weight



Digital production
Modelling for success





A model 

first 

approach



OUTINEverything Everything



A single source 

of the truth
No more ‘double handing’ of data



Design
Everything the 

client needs



Analysis and 

design

Production 

and drawing

Manual data transfer between 
two process streams

data

data



Analysis, 

design, 

production 

and drawing

No data transfer in one flowing
process stream



Direct experience

1-Click virtual reality

Spot what ‘looks wrong’



Making time for thinking things through

YAY



Improving
Adding to our engine



“This couldn’t 

get any better”

-Us



“Yeah it could”

…get an Arup photo Matteo!



Version 2

API





The future
What’s next?



Speckle integration?



Architect

Engineer

Batch of changes

Architect

Check and comment

Batch of changes

Engineer



Changes to geometry pushed to stream

Speckle calls ArupCompute

API with updated inputs

ArupCompute uses DesignCheck to 

perform engineering calculations

Results sent back to Speckle

Stream updated with results



Architect Engineer
Specify

Review

Optimise

Experiment

Modify

React

Links

Checks



Data harvesting



Wolfram alpha



To conclude
If you only remember one bit



Comprehensive and 

complete 3D modelling

Complete accuracy and 

embedded information

Better insight to improve 

our design and delivery



Use a single data environment 

to exercise control

Build and enhance digital 

toolsets that work for us

Improve our processes and 

embrace automation



We took our engine…



…and built our process around it

Geometry Parameters Calculation

Results Insight Communication



“A late change in 

requirements is a 

competitive advantage.”

- Mary Poppendieck.



Design 

automation 
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